Develop New River Edge Park connected to possible open space/ ecological corridors.

Consolidate Parks and areas - particularly above flood line as entry points to lower elevation areas.

Develop Formal link underneath the Freeway to connect with open space areas to the west.

A single line of hoop pins (not shown) could indicate the extent of these two rows of pins is determined by the Unit of Upper Growth Edge of the Flood Line.

Create small local parks adjacent to townships for pilot equipment.
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While every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this data, the Gold Coast City Council makes no representations or warranties about its accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose and disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages (including indirect or consequential damage) and costs which you might incur as a result of the data being inaccurate or incomplete in any way and for any reason.
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